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Abstract. ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the LHC detector designed to measure nucleus-
nucleus (AA) collisions where the formation of the Quark Gluon Plasma is expected. The experiment will
also study proton-proton (pp) collisions at 14 TeV. Amongst the relevant observables to be investigated
in pp collisions, the B-hadron cross-section is particularly interesting since it provides benchmarks for
theoretical models and it is mandatory for understanding heavy flavour production in AA collisions. The
performances of the ALICE muon spectrometer to measure B-hadron cross-section in pp collisions at
14 TeV via single muons are presented.
PACS. 25.75.-q Relativistic heavy-ion collisions – 12.38.Mh Quark-gluon plasma – 25.75.Nq Quark de-
confinement, quark-gluon plasma production, and phase transitions
1 Introduction
The prime goal of relativistic heavy-ion collisions is to
study QCD matter in extreme conditions of temperature.
With a nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy of
√
sNN =
5.5 TeV which exceeds the one reached at RHIC by about
a factor 30, the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) will bring
new insights in heavy-ion physics. The energy density should
reach 15− 60 GeV/fm3. At such energy densities, QGP is
expected to be created.
One of the most important aspects of this energy range
will be the abundant production of hard probes which
could be used, for the first time, as high statistics probes
of the medium. The charm and beauty production cross-
section (see Tab. 1) should be 10 and 100 times, respec-
tively, larger than at RHIC [1].
Table 1. NLO pQCD predictions in pp collisions at
√
s =
14 TeV for the number of charm and beauty quark-antiquark
pairs per event and corresponding production cross-section [2].
N/evt. σQQ¯ (mb)
cc¯ 0.16 11.2
bb¯ 0.0072 0.51
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The main motivation to measure the B-hadron cross-
section in pp collisions is to test Next-to-Leading-Order
perturbative QCD (NLO pQCD) calculations which still
predict cross-sections with large uncertainties [3]. Mea-
suring the B-hadron cross section in pp collisions is also
mandatory for understanding:
- B-hadron cross-section in pA collisions, where the study
of shadowing and anti-shadowing should give informa-
tion on gluon Parton Distribution Funtions (PDF) in
the nucleus;
- B-hadron cross-section in AA collisions where the study
of heavy flavour energy loss through hot QCD matter
should give information on the initial density of glu-
ons and on the dissipative properties of the medium.
One can mention that one expects that light quarks ex-
hibit a weak sensitivity to these effects. Indeed, they
lose more energy than heavy quarks;
- production cross-sections of bottomonia in pp, pA and
AA collisions;
- production cross-section of secondary J/ψ in pp colli-
sions which is a benchmark for understanding its pro-
duction in pA and AA collisions 1.
1 The ratio of secondary J/ψ from B-hadron decay to direct
J/ψ is expected to reach 20% at the LHC (assuming no hot
medium effects).
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2 The ALICE detector
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the LHC
experiment dedicated to the study of nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions [4]. More than 1000 collaborators from about 30
countries are presently participating to ALICE. The AL-
ICE experiment is designed to perform simultaneous and
high precision measurements of numerous observables based
on hadrons, leptons and photons, in a broad acceptance.
The detector consists of a central barrel, a forward
muon spectrometer and forward/backward small accep-
tance detectors. The central barrel of ALICE is made
of four layers of detectors placed in the solenoidal field
(B < 0.5 T) provided by the L3 magnet. From the in-
ner side to the outer side, these detectors are i) the Inner
Tracker System (ITS) consisting of six layers of silicon
detectors, ii) the large-volume Time Projection Chamber
(TPC), iii) the high-granularity Transition Radiation De-
tector (TRD) and iv) the high-resolution Time of Flight
system (TOF) based on multi-gap resistive plate cham-
bers. They provide charged particle reconstruction and
identification in the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 0.9, with
full azimuthal coverage and a broad transverse momentum
(pt) acceptance. The ALICE central barrel will later also
be equipped with a large acceptance (|η| < 1.4, ∆Φ =
110◦) Electro-Magnetic CALorimeter (EMCAL). These
large area devices are complemented by two smaller accep-
tance detectors: the High Momentum Particle IDentifica-
tion (HMPID) and the PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS). In
the forward/backward region, additional detectors allow
fast characterization and selection of the events as well
as charged particle measurement in the pseudo-rapidity
ranges −3.4 < η < −1.7 and 1.7 < η < 5.0. The Photon
Multiplicity Detector (PMD) will measure photon multi-
plicity in the pseudo-rapidity range 1.8 < η < 2.6. At
large rapidities, spectator nucleons in heavy-ion collisions
will be measured by the Zero-Degree Calorimeters. Finally
a forward muon spectrometer [5] covering the pseudo-
rapidity range −4 < η < −2.5 complements the central
part. It consists of a front absorber, a dipole magnet, ten
high-granularity tracking chambers, a muon filter and four
large area trigger chambers.
3 Simulation inputs
We use the simulated data produced within the Physics
Data Challenge 2006 (PDC06) via the computing grid.
Events have been simulated and reconstructed with the
AliRoot framework [6]. The simulation is done by means
of the PYTHIA 6.2 Monte Carlo event generator with
CTEQ5L PDFs (parameters are described in [1]). In or-
der to optimize the statistics and to reduce the computing
time, events were reconstructed only if at least one muon
with pt larger than 0.5 GeV/c is produced in the accep-
tance of the muon spectrometer. This cut is applied at the
generation of the events, when pi and K are not yet desin-
tegrated in muons. Thus, the yield of muons from light
hadron decays is strongly underestimated. In the analysis
presented here, we focus on pt > 2 GeV/c range and back-
ground from pi, K decay is perfectly substracted. The re-
constructed muon distributions then consist exclusively of
muons from charm and beauty decay. These are corrected
for detection efficiency by means of the method described
in [7,8]. The mean value of the efficiency is about 96%.
Whereas the Pythia setting in the PDC06 simulations
allows to consistently reproduce the beauty production
cross-section as predicted by NLO pQCD calculations (Tab. 1),
it underestimates the charm production cross-section by
a factor ∼ 2. This is taken into account by scaling up the
muon distributions accordingly. Furthermore, the statis-
tics available in the PDC06 production allows to exploit
the muon pt distribution up to ∼ 10 GeV/c only. In order
to compensate for this lack of statistics, the muon dis-
tributions have been fitted and then extrapolated up to
pt = 20 GeV/c. A successful description of the muon pt
distributions is obtained for both charm and beauty with
the following function [1]:
f = a× 1
(1 + ( pt
b
)2)c
(1)
where a, b and c are free parameters. Note that beyond
pt = 20 GeV/c muons from W
± decay dominate [9]. Fig-
ure 1 shows the pt distributions of muons from D and B-
hadron decays scaled and extrapolated as described pre-
viously. The charm/beauty crossing point is located at
pt ∼ 6 GeV/c. Beauty dominates at high transverse mo-
mentum and charm dominates at low transverse momen-
tum. It is worth noticing that the value of the crossing
point depends on the quark masses, the QCD factoriza-
tion and renormalization scales, the fragmentation func-
tions and the PDFs. For example, using the inputs pro-
vided in the report by the joined HERA-LHC groups [3],
a shift of the crossing point by approximately ±2 GeV/c
is expected.
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Fig. 1. Transverse momentum distributions of muons from c
and b quark decays (statistics from scenario 1, see section 5).
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4 Method
The method to extract the differential inclusive B-hadron
cross-section is widely used and well documented. It was
developed by the UA1 collaboration [10] and is used by
the CDF [11] and the D0 [12] collaborations. It has also
been used by the ALICE collaboration to investigate the
feasibility of measuring the B-hadron cross-section in pp
collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV with single electrons [13], in
Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV with single elec-
trons [14], single muons and dimuons [15]. This method
consists in three steps:
1. Extraction of the number of muons from b semilep-
tonic decays by performing a combined fit of the muon
pt distribution. The fitting function is:
(T− B)(fc + R× fb). (2)
In this formula, T is the total number of muons, B is
the number of muons from b semileptonic decays (it
is a free parameter), fc and fb are model dependent
shapes of the pt distribution of muons from c and b
semileptonic decays, respectively; R is the number of
muons from b semileptonic decays over the number of
muons from c semileptonic decays (it is a free param-
eter fixed within 30% as we assume that models [3]
predict R with uncertainties smaller than 30%).
2. Correction of this number of muons for integrated lu-
minosity (
∫
Ldt), detection efficiency (), acceptance
and decay kinematics (F (µ ← B)). This correction is
achieved according to Eq.( 3). The F (µ ← B) factor
is obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation.
σB = dσ
B
dη
(pBt > p
min
t )|−4≤η≤−2.5
=
Nµ←B(Φ
µ)∫
Ldt
× 1

×
[
dσB
dη
(pBt >p
min
t
)|−4≤η≤−2.5
σB(Φµ)
]
MC
=
Nµ←B(Φ
µ)∫
Ldt
× 1

× F (µ← B.)
(3)
In Eq. 3 i) dσ
B
dη
(pBt > p
min
t )|−4≤η≤−2.5 is the integral
of the pt spectrum of B-hadrons with rapidity −4 ≤
ηB ≤ −2.5 and pBt > pmint , ii) σB(Φµ) is the integral of
the pt distribution of B-hadrons decaying into muons
within a given phase space Φµ (−4 ≤ ηµ ≤ −2.5,
pµ ≥ 4 GeV/c and a given pµt range), and iii) pmint
is defined such that 90% of accepted B-hadrons have
a pt larger than that value (see Fig. 2). We choose this
definition to minimize the acceptance and decay kine-
matics correction dependence on shapes used in Pythia
for the Monte Carlo computation of F (µ← B).
3. Repetition of step one and two for different Φµ (i.e.
different pµt ranges) to extract differential inclusive B-
hadron cross-section (Fig. 5).
5 Expected yields
We performed statistics estimates for three different sce-
narios of data taking:
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Fig. 2. Illustration of F (µ← B) computation. Horizontal line
area: inclusive B-hadron production in the acceptance. Veritcal
line area: B hadrons which yield muons of 2 GeV/c ≤ pt ≤
3 GeV/c in the acceptance of the spectrometer.
- scenario 1: one month of data taking at low luminosity,
L = 1030 cm−2 s−1, t = 106 s;
- scenario 2: one month of data taking at nominal lumi-
nosity, L = 3 · 1030 cm−2 s−1, t = 106 s;
- scenario 3 (nominal scenario): one year of data taking
at nominal luminosity, L = 3·1030 cm−2 s−1, t = 107 s.
Figure 3 shows that the muon yield is large over a
broad pt range even in scenario 1. This yield leads to
low statistical uncertainties. Even in scenario 1 at a pt
of 20 GeV/c, the relative statistical uncertainty is as low
as 2%. The pt range shown in Fig. 3 goes from 2 GeV/c to
20 GeV/c. Indeed, below 2 GeV/c and beyond 20 GeV/c
muons from pi,K and W decay dominate, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Muon yield versus pt for the three scenarios of data
taking described in the text.
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6 Systematic uncertainties
In order to determine the systematic uncertainties from
the method, we have used NLO pQCD predictions with
different assumptions on the quark masses, the QCD fac-
torization and renormalization scales and the PDFs [3]. As
these predictions are available at the hadron level only,
we have first performed Pythia simulations in order to
reproduce them. Then, we have extracted from the cor-
responding decay muon pt distributions biased fc and fb
shapes. The latter are used as inputs for the combined fit
from which we have extracted the systematic uncertain-
ties. Figure 4 shows two examples of fits obtained with
these biased fc and fb shapes. The systematic uncertain-
ties run from 17% to 22%. It is important to note from
Fig. 4 that the χ2 gives a good indication of the fit quality
and should therefore allow to constrain the systematics.
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Fig. 4. Examples of combined fits for two combinations of
biased shapes as described in the text. The dotted lines schow
the result of the fit and the histograms are input distributions.
The χ2 of the fits are reported on the plots.
7 Inclusive differential B-hadron cross-section
Figure 5 shows the inclusive differential B-hadron cross-
section. As it can be seen, the input (histogram) is well
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Fig. 5. Inclusive differential B-hadron cross-section. The his-
togram (squares) shows the input (reconstructed) distribution.
The shaded area shows systematic errors estimated to ∼ 20%.
reconstructed (squares). Statistical errors are negligible
(section 5). The main source of uncertainties is the sys-
tematics from the fit (section 6) which is about 20%. As
the choice of pmint (section 4) minimize the F (µ ← B)
dependence on shapes used in Pythia the systematic er-
rors from F (µ← B) are negligible. Statistical errors from
F (µ← B) run from 0.4% to 15%. Note that this error can
be further reduced since it only depends on the Monte-
Carlo simulation used for computing the F (µ ← B) fac-
tor. A 5% normalisation uncertainty (uncertainties on lu-
minosity, pp cross-section) is not included in figure 5.
8 Conclusion
The B-hadron cross-section in pp collisions is an essen-
tial measurement for a number of physics items in pp,
pA as well as in AA collisions at the LHC. We have shown
that this measurement can be successfully performed from
single muons in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV using a
method first developed by the UA1 collaboration and fur-
ther used by the CDF and the D0 collaborations. The
inclusive differential B-hadron cross-section can be recon-
structed from low pt up to pt ∼ 20 GeV/c. The statistical
error is negligible and the systematic one is of the order
of 20%. In the present work the contribution from muons
from pi,K decays were assumed to be negligible. In the
next steps, a realistic background subtraction should be
performed. We note that the same method can be applied
in the electron channel in the central barrel of the AL-
ICE experiment with different statistical and systemati-
cal uncertainties. Thus, performing the two analysis will
provide useful cross-checks. We finally note that the D-
hadron cross-section can be simultaneously extracted with
the exposed method.
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